PEG Writing provides several options to enable teachers to make the best use of available technology to support their students’ writing practice.

**One-to-One Technology**

- Encourage students to complete interactive graphic organizers.
- Choose and assign lessons for individual students.
- View online data reports for individual students or entire classes.
- Utilize virtual peer-review feature to provide additional feedback.

**Computer Lab/Laptop Cart**

- Print graphic organizers for students to complete prior to lab time.
- Print essays for students to complete peer review.
- Review data reports with students, parents, and other staff.

**Literacy Centers**

- Schedule peer-review group sessions for one computer.
- Set up computer stations for writing, revising, or viewing lessons.
- Set up print stations to help students plan their writing, analyze data reports, and set goals.

For more information:

1-855-830-1390
pegwriting.com
info@pegwriting.com
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